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STOKES CREATIVE GROUP CELEBRATES
30 YEARS IN BUSINESS

W

hen you follow the advice and encouragement of
several UTCA members, great things are bound to happen. This
is exactly how Joanne Stokes first started out in construction photography in 1985, and transformed her company into a multimillion-dollar firm. What first began as JMS Visual Communications
has grown into Stokes Creative Group, Inc.(Stokes), a full-service
marketing agency that specializes in providing quality solutions
for the transportation and construction industries.
Stokes Creative Group, Inc., is a certified WBE/DBE/SBE/
WBENC agency throughout the East Coast with offices in NJ, NY,
MD and FL. The company’s expertise lies in public outreach and
multimedia support, including video productions, web design and
marketing materials. Over the past 30 years of growth and success,
Joanne and her son Chris have created long-lasting partnerships
with countless industry leaders on many of the country’s largest
transportation projects.
Every project requires a different strategy or technology, and
the Stokes team is leading the way in new technology and innovative solutions. Keeping up with technology trends, Stokes’ newest
service for contractors—which sets them apart—is Project Image
Management (PIM). This system is an innovative tool that allows
images to be uploaded to a sitemap where team members can view
progress of the project, make notes, and communicate with the
project team online; thereby saving time and money while avoiding unnecessary trips to the job site. Another area of new technology that the Stokes team uses both in-house and on client projects
is social media. With this method of communication always growing and changing, clients can rely on Stokes’ expertise to assist
them for all their social media, marketing and campaign needs.
Helping clients enhance their image is a key component in Stokes’
client-first attitude. Creating a captivating and visually appealing

PowerPoint or Prezi presentation can be a daunting task for some,
but Stokes has several communication experts that work with clients in developing dynamic presentations so the client will look
and sound their best when presenting complex information, allowing them to be seen as a leader in their industry. All of the talented
Stokes team members, including third generation grandchildren
Zac and Kelly, work with you and your company to see the big
picture and help communicate your message with clarity and creativity. Bottom line – they solve problems, create attractive promotional multi-media tools for investors and leaders to showcase their
projects, and they have an undying commitment to quality that has
propelled their business for more than three decades.
In addition to new technologies, Stokes has built its success
upon a variety of remarkable multimedia services. First of all,
the Stokes video production department has produced numerous

President Joanne Stokes leads a company meeting about current
agency projects.

and FL. Matt Touhey, a seven-year veteran, manages the video
production staff and handles all of the web programming and web
design efforts. Chris Stokes, Vice President and Creative Director,
manages and leads the core public involvement team of Qiao Wu
in NY, Nicole Pace in NJ, and Mary Ann Rozengard and Aage G.
Schroder, III, P.E. in Florida. Behind the scenes there are many
other instrumental staff members handling accounting, photography, graphic design, copywriting, administrative, shipping and

Our public outreach specialist explains construction updates about
the Interchange 14A Improvement Project to a Bayonne resident.

award-winning documentaries as well as safety and training videos
that help promote worker safety. In the area of public involvement,
the firm is currently leading the outreach efforts on the biggest construction project in the country, The New NY Bridge, reinforcing
its reputation as a leader in the public involvement sector. Stokes is
Matt Touhey and Brenda Hunter discuss the Wittpenn Bridge Project.
also responsible for the newly redesigned New NY Bridge website,
http://www.newnybridge.com, which utilizes responsive design, much more. Overseeing numerous projects on a continuous basis,
allowing it to easily be viewed on multiple platforms such as a Joanne, Chris and the staff are always focused on customer satisfaction, faster service, and exceeding the goals of their valued
tablet or mobile device.
Throughout the history of their highly successful business, clients.
The uniqueness of Stokes Creative Group, Inc., has allowed the
Joanne and Chris have been a part of countless UTCA projects
over the years—the IAS Housing Project (Pillari Brothers Inc.), company to grow as a team, resulting in continued expansion of
NYCDEP-#26W-20 – 26th Ward WWTP Improvements (Skanska/ services and outstanding quality on each and every project. Their
JPP joint venture), BT- 1 Shaft 5B and Shaft 6B Roundout West client-first philosophy has fostered numerous relationships with
Branch Bypass Tunnel – Delaware Aqueduct (Schiavone Con- satisfied clients who return to Stokes year after year for additionstruction Co.), and BT – 2 Roundout West Branch Bypass Tunnel al work. Whether the work entails photos for a small utility job,
(Kiewit/Shea joint venture), just to name a few. More recently, the coordinating media coverage for the largest bridge project in the
Stokes team completed the public involvement efforts on the 6 to country or assisting contractors with their marketing needs, the
9 Widening Program for the New Jersey Turnpike Authority (AE- Stokes Creative Group, Inc., team of professional multimedia exCOM) and continue providing public outreach efforts for the New perts is ready to deliver products and services that help tell the
NY Bridge and the Interchange 14A Improvement Project in Bay- story for every transportation and construction project now and in
the future.
onne. The recent expansion into Florida has the production team at Stokes supporting Florida’s Turnpike
Enterprise ETL project as well as working with FCP3
on its upcoming Conference in Orlando this May.
In 2015, through their brand new Maryland office,
Stokes presented at DelDOT’s Civil Rights Summit
on DBE Support services, assisted Clark Construction on a DBE Support Workshop and is gearing up
for another DBE workshop with Clark in May. They
are also busy making headway with several upcoming projects throughout the Baltimore area.
All of these exciting projects could never be completed without the hard work of a talented, dedicated
staff of employees. Diane Konopka, serving her 27th
year with the firm, manages operations, human resources and personnel. Brenda Hunter, promoted to
Chief Financial Officer in 2015, is responsible for
pricing structure, project management, and financial
investments. Director of Business Development Patty Egan oversees the sales teams in NJ, NY, PA, MD Like father, like son. Pictured on the left, Zac Stokes and Chris Stokes shooting the
New NY Bridge project atop the I Lift NY Super Crane.

